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Abstract

Oxidative stress has been strongly related with Alzheimer disease pathogenesis. We determined the effects of watermelon powder (WMP) and Lactococcus lactis subsp lactis (LAL) supplementation on the generated Aβ42-induced phenotypes in a Drosophila melanogaster model of AD. Enhanced Aβ42 expression in D. melanogaster neurons can diminish lifespan and flight ability. We have observed longevity methods to assay the effects of WMP and LAL on D. melanogaster survival. Furthermore, flies expressing Aβ42 in their body fed WMP and LAL had up to 90 days, or 35% longer median lifespan than those fed a control diet. In addition, synergistic effect of WMP and LAL improved Aβ42-induced flight impairments in the Drosophila wing tissues. Our microscope experiments revealed that individuals fed synergistic effect of WMP and LAL had ameliorated Aβ42 expression as well as increment of flight ability than Aβ42-induced flies. We propose that WMP is typically rich in L-citrulline and LAL, rich in naturally occurring probiotics and antioxidants, and that it promotes the survival of neurons in brain and wing muscle tissues with increased levels of Aβ42 via a protective cell survival mechanism.
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1. Introduction

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is an age-related neurodegenerative disease and the most common cause of dementia. The pathogenesis of AD is yet entirely clear and despite the increasing knowledge regarding the mechanism, no effective disease-modifying therapy is available. Recently, many reports have shown to play a pivotal role in the synaptic damage, impairment of homeostasis, inflammation as well as toxicity in relation to AD etiology. Membranes can also be injured by the ROS (reactive oxygen species) that are produced by Aβ aggregation in the presence of metals such as copper, zinc or iron [1]. Subsequent pathophysiological processes include mitochondrial damage [2], phosphor-tau with consequent axonal transport damage and trigger of cell death [3] [4]. However, until recent it was impossible to take a global view to ask which biological processes are essential for the induction of the disease and which are downstream consequences of cytotoxicity [5]. Knowing which biological processes are directly involved in initiating AD will allow us to key on those upstream targets that have the greatest therapeutic potential.

Oxidative stress (OS) is consistently related with the etiology of AD; however, its role in disease progression remains unclear. A cell undergoes OS when the net balance between the generated reactive oxygen species (ROS) and the available antioxidant defense mechanisms favors the former. Autopsy analysis of AD patients’ brains certifies higher levels of OS biomarkers like dysfunctional mitochondria, decreased levels of reduced glutathione, and deficiencies in antioxidant enzymes in the hippocampus of affected individuals [5]. Recent report suggests that production of H2O2 in Arctic Aβ42 flies is a vital step in the oxidative stress caused by the Aβ and is susceptible to OS [6] [7]. This data suggest that the combination of OS and excess Tau and Aβ42 may play a pivotal role in the progression of AD.

Watermelon (WM, *Citrullus lanatus*) is typically rich in l-citrulline, varying in amounts from 0.7 to 3.6 mg/g fresh [8], and can possibly produce similar or better effects than l-arginine supplementation. Studies have found that *C. lanatus* juice retains antioxidant and anti-inflammatory properties [9] [10]. Watermelon is already known to play a protective role in reducing oxidative stress through the phytochemical lycopene [11]. Watermelon is also high in other antioxidants, which have been linked to decreased risk of coronary heart disease [12]. *Citrullus lanatus* juice supplementation was also shown to raise serum levels of l-arginine and l-citrulline as effectively as elemental supplementation [8]. Also, l-arginine supplementation rescues the effects of an oxidative stress by decreasing inflammation and increasing antioxidant status [11].

Various studies have determined the impacts of individual components of *C. lanatus*; however, little has been done to observe the effects of whole watermelon supplementation in powder form on lipid profiles, antioxidant ability, and inflammation [12]. It remains unclear whether watermelon powder supplementation has the same beneficial effects for antioxidant and anti-inflammatory properties on neuronal degenerations as elemental supplementation of these bioactive components. The purpose of this study was to examine the effects of l-citrulline-rich watermelon powder supplementation on antioxidant capacity and inflammation.

*Lactococcus lactis* subsp lactis (LAL) is an excellent source of dietary antioxidants. The scavenger potential of LAL in OS and vascular disease has been described and recent studies in *Drosophila* suggest that microbiota may be beneficial to individuals suffering from neurodegenerative diseases [13]. Therefore, in this study we describe the protective effects of LAL concentrate on a *Drosophila* transgenic (Tg) model of AD. Extension of lifespan and enhanced flight impairments caused by directed expression of Aβ42 in the brain and developing eye, respectively, is improved by supplementing growth media with LAL.

We have designed a model of AD that is based on the expression of the human Aβ42 in fly neurons by coupling it to an N-terminal secretion signal peptide [14]. The Aβ1-42 but not the Aβ1-40 control accumulates in the brain and results in decreased lifespan and impaired locomotor performance. These phenotypes are more marked in Tg (transgenic) flies expressing the mutant of the Aβ1-42. It causes increased aggregation of Aβ and is responsible for early stage familial AD [15]. We hypothesized that WBP and LAL supplementation would extend lifespan and improve flight impairment for AD by promoting positive effects on antioxidant and neuronal defect.
Here, Drosophila Tg (transgenic) model with AD can help unravel the role of OS and unveil potential antioxidant therapies in AD that are critical for lifespan loss and flight impairments from Aβ-mediated neurotoxicity with 1.35 g/L or 3 g/L of WMP, and 3 g/L of WMP and $5 \times 10^8$ 100 μl Lactococcus lactis subsp lactis (LAL) supplementation in vivo.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Fly stocks and Reagents

UAS-Aβ [16] flies were generously provided by Professor G.S. Jo (University of Kunkuk), respectively. GMR-Gal4 and UAS-mCD8-GFP flies were obtained from the Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center at Indiana University. Adult-onset, eye-specific expression of Aβ42 peptide was achieved by using the GMR driver (GMR-Gal4/UAS system). Control flies were generated by crossing tissue specific drivers to Green Fluorescent Protein (UAS-mCD GFP) for suppressive experiments. To extend these findings and in consideration of the need to develop tractable animal models to study neuronal diseases, we employed the UAS-GAL4 system to examine the beneficial effect of antioxidant and neuronal damage. The homozygous GMR-GAL4 driver was crossed to homozygous UAS lines and the progeny were subjected to study. The same procedure was followed with the UAS-mCD GFP; GMR-Gal4 (glass multiple reporter) promoter elements, has been commonly utilized to express target transgenes, specifically in the developing eye. Crosses were set up in standard food vials and environmental conditions, and the flies were passed every three days.

The transgenes are each representative of three independent transgenic lines. The watermelon powder consisted of freeze-dried watermelon solids that had been sieved and was originally manufactured by Milne Fruit Products (Prosser, WA) [16]. Casein (Halran, Madison, WI) contains 3.4% of l-arginine; therefore, the control diet contains 6.8 g l-arginine and 0 g l-citrulline per kilogram diet. The watermelon powder contains l-citrulline (1.35 g) and l-arginine (0.65 g) for 3.3 g of the powder (WMP). Watermelon diet provides l-arginine (7.45 g) and l-citrulline (1.35 g and 3 g) per kilogram watermelon-supplemented diet. Flies were maintained at 25°C in a 12:12 light:dark period on a standard cornmeal-yeast-molasses-agar medium (65 g/L cornmeal, 15 g/L nutritional yeast extract, 5.5 g/L agar in water supplemented with 0.1 g/ml methyl 4-hydroxybensoate in ethanol and 2.5 ml propionic acid per L of medium).

2.2. Longevity Assays

Longevity assays in the secondary screen and flies were reared on either 0.25% sucrose or (1.35 g and 3 g) WMP and $5 \times 10^8$ 100 μl LAL supplemented medium was then collected under gaseous CO2 every 24 hours until a minimum of 100 adult females of each genotype were obtained. In more detail, flies were reared on either 0.25% sucrose or 2%, 1.35 g/L, 3 g/L WMP, or 3 g/L WMP with $5 \times 10^8$ 100 μl cell number of LAL with 0.25% sucrose supplemented Tomato Juice medium was then collected under gaseous CO2 every 24 hours until a minimum of 100 adult males of each genotype were obtained. Standard control is used with 1 mg/L curcumin (C1386, Sigma-Aldrich Co. USA). Live flies were counted and their food changed on days 1, 3 and 5 of a 7 day cycle. In order to assess the efficacy, Lactococcus lactis subsp lactis (LAL, Korean Collection Culture Center, Korea) was dissolved in PBS and the solution was added to fly food to give a final concentration of 5% v/v. Survival curves were plotted using the Kaplan-Meier estimator. The statistical significance was calculated using the log rank test within the SPSS 11.0 statistical package. The null hypothesis in all of the longevity assays was that the presence of the GMR-Gal4 made no difference to the longevity of the flies expressing the Aβ1-42 transgene.

Selected flies were then transferred to upright standard plastic shell vials containing the above food medium they were initially exposed to. Each group was maintained at 25°C and kept in non-crowded conditions (1 to 20 individuals per vial). Flies were scored for viability every 2 days and transferred to fresh medium without anaesthesia according to established protocol [17].

2.3. Behavioural Assays

For the determine of climbing speed, groups of ten 3-day-old females were driven into 18-cm-long vials and incubated for 1 h at room temperature for environmental adaptation. After tapping the flies completely down to the bottom, we marked their climbing time at the 15-cm finish line when more than five flies had arrived. Five trials
were performed for each group and was repeated with four different groups (n = 50). The average climbing time (±S.D) was calculated for each genotype. Flight assay was performed as previously described [18] with 3-day-old males (n > 100).

### 2.4. Immunocytochemistry Analysis

Aβ/GFP immunocytochemistry was used as a pacemaker in the whole body of flies in constant fluorescence image for 7 days (n = 20). Identification of specific GFP-positive expressing flies was accomplished by fluorescence behavior for the membrane-targeted protein. The fluorescence microscopic examinations were carried out with a Nikon microscope with appropriate filter combinations and the images were recorded with a Nikon DXM 1200 digital camera. The different objectives used for microscopy were 5× (0.3NA, Plan Fluor). All the images were assembled using Adobe Photoshop 7.0. RU indicate relative fluorescence arbitrary unit. Scar bars; 100 μm.

### 2.5. Statistics

Data were analyzed by 2-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) procedures (diet and DSS treatment) using SPSS (IBM, Armonk, NY) to evaluate the effects of diets. Results are presented as means ± SD. Values not sharing common superscript are significantly different at *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01 and #p < 0.001.

### 3. Results

#### 3.1. Increased Concentration of WMP and LAL Protect against Aβ42-Induced Initially Mortality

Here we study a reduced lifespan in flies when Aβ42 expression is enhanced in the brain neurons (Figure 1). The median survival time of Aβ42-expressing flies was reduced by 34% compared to wild type when both groups were fed a control diet. A diet rich in WMP or LAL partially rescued the reduced lifespan by increasing neuronal amounts of Aβ42 in *D. melanogaster* (Figure 1). Aβ42-expressing flies fed a diet containing 1.35 g/L WMP (73 days), 3 g/L WMP (85 days), $5 \times 10^8/100 \mu l$ LAL (78 days), 3 g/L WMP and $5 \times 10^8/100 \mu l$ LAL (90 days), and 1 mg/ml curcumin (92 days) had approximately 13 to 30 days longer median lifespan than those fed a control diet (n = 100 flies). Therefore, a concentration of dual 3 g/L WMP and $5 \times 10^8 100 \mu l$ LAL dose was significantly observed the survival ratio with Aβ42-expressing flies. The median survival values for each group are found in Table 1.

#### Table 1. 50% Median survival times of transgenic *Drosophila melanogaster* cultivated on either a control or WMP and LAL-supplemented diet.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genotype (food medium)</th>
<th>50% mean survival (days)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>w1118</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UAS-Δβ42/GMR-Gal4</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UAS-Δβ42/GMR-Gal4 with WMP (1.35 g/L)</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UAS-Δβ42/GMR-Gal4 with WMP (3 g/L)</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UAS-Δβ42/GMR-Gal4 with LAL ($5 \times 10^8$)</td>
<td>58*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UAS-Δβ42/GMR-Gal4 with WMP (3 g/L) and LAL ($5 \times 10^8$)</td>
<td>60*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UAS-Δβ42/GMR-Gal4 with Curcumin (1 mg/L)</td>
<td>62#</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Represents p < 0.05, flies supplemented with LAL have suspension levels comparable to control; **Represents p < 0.01. Genotypes were UAS-Δβ/GMR-Gal4 (control), and UAS-Δβ/GMR-Gal4 with WMP and LAL supplementation. #Represents p < 0.001. Genotypes were UAS-Δβ/GMR-Gal4 (control) and UAS-Δβ/GMR-Gal4 with curcumin supplementation.
Figure 1. WMP and LAL partially rescues *Drosophila melanogaster* against Aβ42-induced initially mortality. Directed expression of Aβ42 in lifespan loss in *Drosophila* fed a standard diet, as compared to a wild type (94 days) (n = 100 flies). Flies fed diets containing 3 g/L WMP and 5 × 10^8/100 μl LAL (90 days) were partially protected against the Aβ42-induced mortality (62 days) (p < 0.01), whereas 1.35 g/L (73 days), 3 g/L WMP (85 days) or 5 × 10^8/100 μl LAL (78 days) had slightly significant effect. *p* < 0.05, flies supplemented with LAL have suspension levels comparable to control. Genotypes are w1118; UAS-Aβ42/GMR-Gal4 (control) and UAS-Aβ42/GMR-Gal4 with WMP or/and LAL supplementation. Errors bars indicate standard error of the mean. *p*-values were counted by the log-rank (Mantel-Cox) test and multiple comparisons were corrected for using Bonferroni method.

3.2. Dual WMP and LAL Supplementation Ameliorates Aβ42-Induced Developmental Defects in the *Drosophila* Body

An internal body fluorescence signals occurs when mCD-GFP is used to drive expression of Aβ42 in the developing *Drosophila* body (Figure 2(a), Figure 2(b)). Also, we tested the neuroprotective effect of WMP and LAL supplementation using Aβ42-expressing *Drosophila* AD models. When Aβ42 was expressed in developing eyes, strong eye degeneration was observed, compared to the w1118 flies, and imaginal disc images of Aβ42-expressing flies significantly showed a more than approximately eighty percentage reduction in w1118 flies; however, this was not the case for the eyes of control flies. Also, supporting these neurological phenotypes, ectopic expression of Aβ42 strongly induced apoptosis in the larval brain, and the apoptosis was significantly reduced by feed feeding of WMP or both WMP and LAL (data not shown). WMP or both WMP and LAL supplementation significantly reduces mean Aβ42-induced defects to control levels (Figure 2(b)). In Aβ42-expressing flies, the mean expression was ameliorated from those fed a control diet to 52%, 76%, 83% and 92% for flies fed 1.35 g/L WMP, 3 g/L WMP, 3 g/L WMP and 5 × 10^8/100 μl LAL and 1 mg/ml curcumin supplementation, respectively (n = 20 flies). This provides another example of 3 g/L WMP or 5 × 10^8/100 μl LAL-induced protection in a *Drosophila* tissue that is rich in body.

3.3. WMP and LAL Mitigates Aβ42-Induced Flight Impairments in the *Drosophila* Wing

To confirm further mitochondria impairment in the muscles, we analyzed quality of mitochondria abundance in the mutants by flight ability. As expected, they showed complete defects in flight ability and these phenotypes were significantly rescued by dual WMP and LAL supplementation. Compared to the w1118 flies, Aβ42-expressing flies impaired more than approximately ninety-eight percentage in w1118 flies, and this was significantly rescued by WMP or LAL supplementation (Figure 3) (p < 0.05) (n = 50). Because substantial result
represented that anti-apoptotic Bcl-2 families are involved in the protection of mitochondrial integrity and function [19]-[21]. Also, some reports found that aging enhances indirect flight muscle impairment and relation to mitochondrial cytochrome c and wing muscle [22]-[26]. Collectively, these results demonstrate that Aβ42 expression induces indirect flight muscle degeneration and mitochondria impairment. Overall, these results strongly suggest that mitochondrial dysfunction is the main cause of these aberrant phenotypes of Aβ42 expression.

Figure 2. Both WMP and LAL supplementation counteracts Aβ42-induced the pacemaker fluorescence signal of the Drosophila whole body. Over expression of Aβ42 during initially whole body observes a significant internal GFP signal. Flies supplemented with WMP and LAL have suspension levels comparable to control. Stereo-fluorescence microscope images (a), and histograms (b). The whole body of wild-type flies is no observed of a fluorescence signal Scale Bars: 100 μm. Error Bars indicate mean ± S.D. N = 20 flies for each group without or with WMP and LAL supplementation. **Represents p < 0.01. Genotypes were UAS-Aβ42/GMR-Gal4 (control), and UAS-Aβ42/ GMR-Gal4 with WMP and LAL supplementation. #Represents p < 0.001. Genotypes were UAS-Aβ42/GMR-Gal4 (control), and UAS-Aβ42/ GMR-Gal4 with curcumin supplementation.
4. Discussion

Recent reports evidence has suggested that a diet rich in oriental medicine may help delay the A\(\beta\)-related degeneration of fly [16] [27]. In other animal study, oriental medicine supplementation improved memory function in older mouse with early memory loss [28]. Moreover, it has been demonstrated that short-term LMK02 (oriental medicine randomly combination agent, LMK02-Jangwonhwan included with red Panax ginseng C.A. Meyer and white Poriacocos [Schw.] Wolf, respectively, by following the guideline posted by the Korean FDA, 2007) supplementation increased calbindin-mediated protection against inflammation in aged mice hippocampal neuronal cells [29]. Also, Probiotic Dahi with Lactobacillus acidophilus and Bifidobacterium bifidum supplementation alleviates age-oxidative stress and improves expression of biomarkers of aged mice [30] [31]. Similar reports have been represented for several other foods high in dietary antioxidants, including extracts of plant polyphenols [32]-[35], green tea catechins [36], black tea [37] and ayurvedic herbs [38]. These reports suggest that the protective effects of oriental medicine or probiotic Lactobacillus sp. are not confirmed to Drosophila melanogaster and may extend to mammals. Here we adverts the first demonstration of the neuroprotective effects of dual WMP and LAL in a Drosophila model of A\(\beta\)42-AD. Previous findings have demonstrated that Oriental medicine improved both life span and fly eye in a similar Drosophila model of AD [16] [27]. Taken together, these results epitomize the value of using of using Drosophila to study AD aetiology. Though the literature is relatively new, studies in this versatile organism have helped develop interest in the potential protective effects of dietary antioxidants in medical research. Future studies could aim toward unraveling the interaction of dietary antioxidants, probiotic and the activity of mitochondria biogenesis, such as the ROS and enzymatic antioxidant pathways.

Meanwhile, in flight, the superior temporal accuracy of ab1C neurons, olfactory receptor neurons (ORNs) on the antennae may also improve the spatio-temporal resolution of internal representations of stimulus distribution by “sharpening” the borders of odour filaments in time. The fact that CO\(_2\)-sensitive neurons project only ipsilaterally to their glomeruli, whereas all other ORN classes have both ipsilateral and contralateral projections [39], suggests that CO\(_2\) stimuli are encoded in a different way in the brain. Whereas the identity of odorants in a mixture may have a positive hedonic value, the addition of CO\(_2\) might improve the precision with which these
odours can be tracked [39]. Even though Drosophila does not require pulsed stimulation for upwind flight as some moth species do [40], CO2 at low concentrations may enhance attraction by improving navigation through turbulent odor plumes. These neurons differ from most ORNs because their response is mediated by two members of the gustatory receptor family (Gr21a and Gr63b) [41] whereas most other ORNs express a member of the odorant receptor (Or) family co-expressed with the Orco receptor [42].

The free radical/oxidative stress theory of ageing originated in the 1950’s and suggests that an organism ages due, in part, to the accumulation of free radical-induced damage to cellular macromolecules. Previous reports have shown that probiotic microbiota supplementation can extend lifespan in a Caenorhabditis elegans [32] and Drosophila melanogaster [31]. Our results are novel as we have shown that WMP and LAL supplementation can extend lifespan and flight ability in a Drosophila model of a neurodegenerative disease. The additional antioxidants provided by WMP and LAL supplementation may alleviate some of the excess ROS generated during the progression of AD-like cell death resulting in less cellular injury and a longer median survival time in affected flies.

5. Conclusions

The Drosophila wing consists of multiple subunits, muscle composed of several neurons and wing muscle cells. Directed expression of Aβ42 during early developmental results is premature degeneration of the muscle with abnormal development of external morphology [4]. Our results suggest that a diet containing WMP is originally manufactured by Milne Fruit Products (Prosser, WA) [16] and LAL protects neurons in wing muscle against Aβ42-dependent developmental defects. Both the morphology of atypical wings was improved in flies fed a WMP and LAL-supplemental diet. Aβ42 is a point of major interest in AD pathogenesis and the protective effects of WMP and LAL on Aβ42-induced injury in the Drosophila eye may be due in part to enhanced activity of the mitochondria biogenesis.

In point of fact, WMP and LAL supplement rescue Aβ42-induced flies under conditions of increased oxidative stress and impairment of flight ability, and may be contributed to protect against from impairment of ab1C neurons, olfactory receptor neurons (ORNs) in fly’s brain or wing muscles. Although dietary antioxidants likely provide an invaluable secondary support to cells suffering oxidative stress, it appears their defective effects are dependent on extrinsic/intrinsic antioxidant protection systems. Our finding may be referred to a fortified overall antioxidant defense mechanism in Aβ42-expressing flies. WMP and LAL can increase the expression of enteric probiotic defense molecules in D. melanogaster. Additionally, WMP and LAL extend lifespan and partially protect Aβ42-induced flies under conditions of increased oxidative stress and impairment of flight ability.
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